
University PARKING RULES for Residence Inn lot when needed

1. The Universities must give a sign to students to place on their car dashboard  identify the car as one 
associated with the universities.  The Residence Inn charges their customers $8 a day and gives them a card 
for their cars.  They are charging us nothing but they want to know which cars are yours and if you are 
parking in the correct places. (Please print the sign from the second page)

2. Students should drive into and out of the parking lot through the 2nd driveway. There are TWO driveways.  
DO NOT TURN INTO THE FIRST driveway past the office area.  Drive another 1/2 block or so and turn 
into the 2nd driveway.

3. PARK ONLY ALONG THE LAWERENCE EXPRESSWAY FENCE.  Do not park anywhere else.  Their 
customers pay $8 a night to park at the Inn and they give their customers a card to put on the car dashboard.  
So they know whose cars belong to their customers.  If they get upset, they may tow your car for taking up a 
spot their customers should have. So park only along the fence that borders Lawrence Expressway.

4. When walking in and out of the parking lot, go toward the campus building by walking along the Lawrence 
Expressway fence and parking spaces. Just before the end of the parking lot by the fence between the campus 
driveway and the Inn is a shed.  The gate to use is by the shed which opens onto a Lawrence Expressway 
sidewalk.  You come out of the parking lot a few feet from the campus front driveway.  USE THAT GATE to 
walk in and out of the parking lot. Do not walk by their office area into the back of our building. The fastest 
way is to exit through the gate on Lawrence Expressway just a few feet from the Campus driveway located at 
the front of the building.

Summary:

1. Enter the Residence Inn through their SECOND DRIVEWAY about ½ block or so past the first driveway 
which goes by the office area.  

2. Park only on the backside of their lot along the fence that runs parallel to Lawrence Expressway

3. Walk in and out of the lot through the gate that opens to Lawrence Expressway, just a few feet from the 
campus front driveway.

4. Put the attached sign on your car dashboard while parked at the Inn.  Or make your own. 
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